
SO CLOSE  
TO SUMMER!



Rising temperatures, balmy summer 
nights, ice lollies and lots of time by 
the sea or bathing lake. Everyone has 
their own definition of a perfect sum-
mer. And to make sure you‘re ideally 
equipped for every summer activity, 
whether with friends or family, we‘ve 
picked out our best for your summer. 

The selection ranges from small to 
large cool bags, from practical back-
packs to classic beach shoppers. 
Fresh colours and a variety of func-
tions make you want to enjoy the  
summer temperatures. 

And even if the weather doesn‘t co-
operate 100% or the summer holiday 
can‘t take place as planned, you can 
still bring summer home with every 
single bag.

READY FOR
SUMMER?

1812211 FAMILY XL

1809797 SOLUTION

1814015 SOLUTION

1815028 FLOW

1815015 BASKET

1815026 FLOW

It‘s the inner values that count! 
And the small lunch bag has a 

few of those: PVC-free material, 
cooling function and food-safe 

foil inside. Here, the snack for the 
small hunger in between stays 

well cooled and fresh.

Want to grab a quick ice 
cream and a few cold drinks 
before heading to the lake? 
With this cool shopper, the 
treats will definitely stay 
cold for a long time. And 
thanks to the aluminium 
frame, the basket itself is 
both light and stable.

Versatile use - The thermo bag is 
ideal for storing small snacks for 
a day at the beach, for example. 
Alternatively, the bag can also be 
used as a first-aid kit or cosmet-
ic bag. Just for everything that 
should not get warm so quickly 
in the summer.

Super light, super many  
colours and super cheap. This 
PVC-free backpack is a must-

have for leisure activities. 
Small valuables can be safely 

stored in the side zip pocket 
and the large main compart-

ment with practical drawstring 
serves for everything else.

The name says it all - because a whole lot goes in 
here. The cool bag offers enough space to keep drinks 
cool or to organise a trip to the local swimming lake 
for the whole family. The mesh compartments and the 
slip-in pocket also offer additional storage space and, 
like all cool bags, the bag is of course food-grade.

All good things come in fives - that‘s exactly the 
number of 1-litre bottles this cool bag can hold. 

And because this adds a lot of weight to the bag, it 
also has a length-adjustable shoulder strap in ad-
dition to the carrying straps. So it offers a variety 

of carrying options for the way to the beach or the 
next bike ride to the lake.



With this spacious shopper, 
every day will be a summer 
day. With its natural cotton 
and fresh striped look, it will 
be your „best buddy“ at the 
pool, beach or lake.

NOT FOUND THE  

RIGHT ONE YET?
 

WE WILL BE HAPPY TO 

ADVICE YOU FURTHER!

Halfar System GmbH
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www.halfar.com

Ahoy sailor! This maritime backpack 
made of heavy cotton impresses with its 

eye-catching striped design and thick 
cords. Quick to fill and just as quick to 

shoulder. Keep your hands free for your 
parasol and air mattress.

The perfect beach companion - dirt-
resistant thanks to the dark bottom 
and easy to open thanks to a magnetic 
closure. The extra wide cords do not 
cut into the bag and the coating on the 
inside means that swimming trunks 
and the like can also be transported 
safely.

1814023 BEACH

1813348 BEACH

1807785 BONNY


